TWENTY-SEVEN: LISTS

Mister Turnbull’s cumulative list of homophones that are also heterographs, through his 1967-1968 class
year; Cyleine’s and Garnette’s first-day contributions not yet included:
adds adz
braid brayed
adolescence adolescents
brake break
ail ale
brays braze
aisle isle
bread bred
all awl
brewed brood
allowed aloud
brews bruise
arc ark
bridal bridle
ate eight
broom brume
attendance attendants
burro burrow
auger augur
but butt
auks ox
buy by bye
awed odd
call caul
awful offal
canvas canvass
axel axle
capital capitol
aye eye I
carat carrot
bade bayed
caught cot
bail bale
caulk cock
bait bate
ceiling sealing
band banned
cell sell
bard barred
cents sense
bare bear
cereal serial
bark barque
chalk chock
barrel beryl
chard charred
base bass
chased chaste
ball bawl
cheap cheep
beach beech
chews choose
beat beet
chili chilly
beau bow
coaled cold
been bin
coarse course
bell belle
complement compliment
berth birth
cosign cosine
billed build
council counsel
bight bite
coward cowered
boar bore
creak creek
board bored
crewed crude
boarder border
crewel cruel
bole bowl
currant current
bough bow
dawn don
bold bowled
days daze

dear deer
desert dessert
dew do due
die dye
disburse disperse
discreet discrete
discussed disgust
doe dough
does doze
dolley dolly
done dun
drier dryer
dual duel
duct ducked
fain feign
faint feint
fair fare
faux foe
feat feet
ﬁnd ﬁned
ﬁrs furs
ﬂair ﬂare
ﬂea ﬂee
ﬂew ﬂue
ﬂour ﬂower
for fore four
forth fourth
foul fowl
franc frank
gamble gambol
gilt guilt
gnu knew new
grade grayed (greyed)
grays (greys) graze
grip grippe
groan grown
guessed guest
guise guys
hail hale
hair hare
hall haul
hangar hanger
hart heart
hauler holler
hawk hock
hays haze
heal heel
hear here
hew hue

hi high
him hymn
hoar whore
hoarse horse
hole whole
holy wholly
hostel hostile
hour our
humerus humorous
idle idol
impotence impotents
incidence incidents
independence independents
intense intents
jam jamb
knead kneed need
knit nit
knot not
know no
knows nose
lacks lax
lain lane
lair layer
laps lapse
lay lei
leach leech
leak leek
lean lien
leased least
lead led
lessen lesson
liar lyre
links lynx
load lode
loan lone
locks lox
made maid
main maine mane
maize maze
mark marque
marry merry
marshal martial
massed mast
mean mien
meat meet mete
metal mettle
might mite
mince mints
mind mined

miner minor
missed mist
moan mown
mode mowed
mood mooed
morning mourning
muscle mussel
mussed must
none nun
ode owed
one won
paced paste
packed pact
pail pale
pain pane
pall pawl
parish perish
pauper popper
pause paws
peace piece
peal peel
pearl perl
peas pees
pedal peddle
peer pier
penance pennants
pence pents
plain plane
plait plate
pleas please
plum plumb
pole poll
pore pour
praise prays
pray prey
pride pried
pries prize
prince prints
principal principle
prophet proﬁt
purest purist
quarts quartz
rain reign rein
raise rays raze
raiser razor
rap wrap
read red
read reed
real reel

reference referents
rhyme rime
right rite write
ring wring
road rode rowed
roe row
role roll
rood rude
rose rows
rote wrote
rough ruff
rues ruse
sac sack
sail sale
scene seen
scent sent
sea see
seam seem
sear seer
serf surf
sew so
shake sheik
shear sheer
shoe shoo
sic sick
sics (his dog on you) six
sighs size
sign sine
slay sleigh
sleight slight
sloe slow
soar sore
sole soul
some sum
son sun
spade spayed
spright sprite
staid stayed
stair stare
stalk stock
stationary stationery
steal steel
step steppe
stile style
straight strait
suite sweet
summary summery
tacks tax
tail tale

talk tock
taught taut
tease tees (golf)
tense tents
tern turn
their there
threw through
tide tied
tear tier
thyme time
to too two
toad toed towed
toes tows
told tolled
tongue tung
tracked tract
trade trayed
troop troupe
trussed trust
vale veil

vain vane vein
vary very
vice vise
wade weighed
wait weight
walk wok
ward warred
warn worn
wave waive
way weigh
weak week
weakened weekend
weld welled
wind wined
wood would
worst wurst
yay yea
yew you
yoke yolk
yore your

Cyleine’s first-day list of special homophones that are also heterographs:
air heir
ascent assent
bald balled bawled
bans banns
bases (are loaded) basses (in an orchestra)
bawdy body
besot besought
calendar calender
caries carries
cedar seeder
cede seed
censer censor sensor
cent scent sent
chic sheik
choler collar
chorale corral
chord cord cored
chute shoot
cite sight site
climb clime
coo coup cuckoo
cue queue
cymbal symbol
djin gin
ere err
farrow ferro pharaoh
ﬂayer ﬁlleter

ﬂews ﬂues
foreword forward
frays phrase
fro froe frow
froes frows froze
gibe jibe
genes jeans
gild gilled guild
gnawed nod
hair hare hayer
homage hommage
incense insense
invade inveighed
jewel Joule
knap nap
lay lei
loch lock
misses Mrs. (Missus)
mister Mr. (Mister)
moat mote
naught nought
oar or o’er
once wants
peak peek pique
pinion pinyon
quay key (or does it have to be under K?)
rack wrack
rapt wrapped
reek wreak
rest wrest
rex wrecks
rhyme rime
rot wrought
seas sees seize
tare tear
throe throw
use youse
vial vile
wild wiled
yack yak
for Z: days daze, faze phase, frays phrase, frees freeze frieze, froes froze, grays graze, hays haze, pries prize, sighs
size
Garnette’s year-long list of proposed homophones and other auditory anomalies:
accept except
access axes axis
accident occident
according accordion
acquire a choir

addition edition
allude elude
allusion illusion
ascend ascent assent
assimilation a simulation
athletic Atlantic
ballet belly
bazaar bizarre
bean been
bumpkin pumpkin
car key cocky khaki
carotid garroted
cause cows
clamber clamor
clasp collapse
close clothes
community immunity
contempt content
cooperation corporation
crouch grouch
dairying daring
decent descent dissent
deep end depend de-penned
deﬁed divide
defuse diffuse
discussed disgust
dissimilation dissimulation
drain train
eclipse equips
endorse indoors
epic epoch
eunuch unique
feudal futile
few view
ﬁlleted ﬂayed
ﬁnis penis Venus
ﬁre crackle ﬁrecracker
ﬁssion vision
ﬂamenco ﬂamingo
ﬂeas ﬂeece
form forum
gem gym jam
hurdle hurtle
hurl whirl whorl
hurry worry
important impotent
ladder latter
leader liter
legion lesion

lightening lightning
line lion lying
lord lowered
lore lower
magic matches
magical mystical mythical
mare mayor
muscle mussel muzzle
ooze whose
pair pare payer pear
parents parrots
pedal peddle petal
penguins pink ones
parade prayed preyed
poached post
pronounce pronouns
properly property
resolution revolution
rider writer
risk whisk wrist
sects sex
sentence sentience
shackle shekel
sharp shop
shovel shuﬄe
shudder shutter
sink think
sordid sorted
spars sparse
Straed strayed
sundae Sunday (not a proper name, just a capitalized word)
tar tire
tarrying tearing
trader traitor
treble tribal trouble
udder utter
underserving undeserving
valet valley
vector victor
vile viol
violence violins
ware wear where weigher weigh her
way whey
weakened weekend
weal (we’ll) wheel
weir weird
wench whence
white wide
why wye

winner winter
yarn yawn
this girl, the squirrel
rolled over, roll dover
the source, this horse
in her, inner
on her, honor
with her, wither
by her, buyer
be her, beer
pay her, payer, pear
lay her, lair
row her, roar
see her, seer
sue her, sewer
tie her, tire
to her, tour
You can adore a door but is your adoration only for a duration?
What you acquire may be a choir without context.
Assimilation may be a simulation, or acquire may be a choir if you don’t hear the surrounding words.
How can I not see a Nazi?
We need a law against attacks such as that.
We need a law against a tax such as that.
We need a law prescribing a tax on attacks but proscribing attacks on a tax.
Is he visible? Is he visual, the indivisible individual?
I cannot be for the arrival of a rival.
A nickelless Nicholas necklace.
I saw some. That’s awesome.
Go ahead and cry, Sis. Having a crisis?
An arrow is a narrow shaft that gets ahead with a head of mettle-tested metal.
Suture self, future self. Suit yourself.
Is it an attrition issue or a nutrition dish you want to discuss? (Note: no lip movement.)
Pearl's perilous pears…
You mean shoot him on sight or shoot him on site?
It’s from an old ‘eighties legend, an old ice tale. It’s from an old ladies’ legend, an old wives’ tale.
Cyleine versus saline, but sweet and serene would be better matches.
Additional lists compiled by Cyleine and Garnette together:
Heteronym: Different meaning has different pronunciation
abuse
close
affect
consult
agape (agapé)
consummate
alternate
content
atrophy
crooked a ﬁnger, crooked politician
attribute
deliberate
bases plural of base, plural of basis
desert
bass
document (subtle)
blessed (blesséd)
elaborate
bow
fragment (subtle)

import
intimate
lead
learned (learnéd)
minute
object
perfect
present
process
produce
progress
project

read
rebel
record
refuse
separate
subject
suspect
tear
use
wind
wound

Homophone-Homonym: Spelling and pronunciation the same, meaning can change
bark of a dog, bark on the sea, bark on a tree
bear paws, bear a load
brood over an insult, brood of hatchlings
die in an accident, tool die
duck under, quacking duck
fast without food, fast according to velocity
had as in possessed, had (auxiliary verb)
hail a taxi, hail falling as balls of ice
jerky made from beef, jerky movements
just as in justice, just as in precisely
left versus right, left never to return
lie still, tell me a lie
list to starboard, write a list
might as in prowess, might as in could be
moment as in movement, moment in time
There’s any number of people number than you.
pale (pallid), pale (perimeter)
party with friends, political party
peck as a quarter bushel, peck a hole
peer at me, my peer
perch with scales, perch on a branch
quarry pursued, stone quarry ﬁlled with water
rank odor, rank sequence
rest as in sleep, rest as in remainder
rose so fragrant, rose so high
spring has sprung
stall for a horse, stall an engine
steer on four hooves, steer a vehicle
stern of a boat, stern as in disapproving
stunt as in shorten, stunt as a daring act
train for a position, train behind a locomotive
utter as spoken, utter as complete
wake from sleep, wake of a boat, funeral wake
well feeling, well with water, well exclamation

Alternate spelling
ax axe
check cheque
donut doughnut
duffel duﬄe
draft draught
Anagram
agree eager
airmen marine remain
antler rental
article recital
backward drawback
bare bear
below bowel elbow
bore robe
brush shrub
builder rebuild
bury ruby
cadre cedar sacred scared
came mace
canoe ocean
cents scent
charm march
cheating teaching
clay lacy
cork rock
dame made
dawn wand
declines licensed silenced
despair diapers praised
disease seaside
dozen zoned
dune nude
early layer relay
enlisted listened
exits exist
ﬁnger fringe
Palindrome (Four or more letters)
boob
civic
deiﬁed
kayak
level
madam
noon
poop

plough plow
socks sox
stamp stomp
tramp tromp

genitals stealing
gunshot shotgun
hardest threads trashed
hassle lashes
hewn when
hikes sheik
imprints misprint
item mite
itself stiﬂe
kills skill
kitchen thicken
laymen namely
lessened needless
molest motels
note tone
nudity untidy
pass saps
postman tampons
recused rescued secured seducer
serpent repents
reserved reversed
resist sister
save vase
senator treason (nose art)
shower whores
silver sliver
south shout
stack tacks
warp wrap
weather wreathe

refer
repaper
rotator
sagas
sexes
solos
tenet

Palindrome-anagram pair or phrase
animal lamina
avid diva
but tub
dam mad
deep peed
desserts stressed
devil lived
dog god
doom mood
draw ward
drawer reward
Egad! An adage!
emit time
evil live
ﬂow wolf
He did, eh?
In words, alas, drown I.
Different meaning when made compound
buckeye buck eye
childhood child hood
deadline dead line (telephone)
earthbound (stuck on earth) earth bound (on our way)
grandchild grand child
granddaughter grand daughter (or son)
grandparent grand parent
haircut hair cut (cut by a hair)
ponytail pony tail
sideburns side burns
tenderfoot tender foot
township town ship
underpants under pants
Triple compound
backwoodsman
hereinafter
hereupon
highwayman
inasmuch
insofar
nonetheless
whatsoever
whosoever
woebegone

keep peek
Lager, Sir, is regal.
leek keel
loop pool
may yam
moor room
net ten
now won
O Geronimo, no minor ego!
paws swap
peer reep
pools sloop
ports strop
pots stop
Pull up if I pull up.
rats star
straw warts

